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Members urged to attend
CANEGROWERS Burdekin
Annual General Meeting
Members are invited to the

CANEGROWERS
Burdekin Ltd

Annual General
Meeting
Thursday 13 November
5.30pm
CANEGROWERS Hall,
Home Hill

The Annual General Meeting of CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
is to be held next Thursday 13 November at the CANEGROWERS
Hall, 68 Tenth Street Home Hill at 5.30pm following the Inkerman
Cane Growers Organisation Ltd Annual General Meeting
commencing at 4.00pm.
We are aware that this is a busy time with the harvest still on and
greatly appreciate your attendance at the AGM.
Guest speakers include CANEGROWERS Qld Chairman, Paul
Schembri and QSL CEO, Gerg Beashel.
The Annual General Meeting is a good opportunity for you to discuss
matters important to you with the Board and members of CBL.
By now you would have received a copy of the Annual Report in the
mail, reading the annual report will give you an overview of how your
organisation has worked for you over the past 12 months.
The meeting will be followed by a BBQ and drinks. Please phone
Tiffany on 47903600 or email bdk@canegrowers.com.au to register
your attendance for catering purposes.

Followed by BBQ & drinks
Guest Speakers:
Paul Schembri,
CANEGROWERS Qld Chair
Greg Beashel, QSL CEO
RSVP by Tiffany on 47903600 or email
bdk@canegrowers.com.au for catering
purposes
2013 CANEGROWERS Burdekin Annual General Meeting
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Is your electricity bill
too high?
Following comments on ABC radio Thursday morning from
Premier Campbell Newman that cane farmers are using the
incorrect tariff for irrigation we strongly recommend that all
cane farmers undertake an electricity audit through
BBIFMAC’s Energy Efficiency Gains For Australian Irrigators.

Canegrowers car stolen
and recovered with the
assistance of Facebook

To lodge an expression of interest provide your name and
phone number via email to arwen@bbifmac.org.au or phone
4783 1344 and Arwen will contact you.
Get in quick as closing date is 30 November.
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The Canegrowers Burdekin vehicle was stolen from Townsville
at 5am last Saturday morning following a break and enter.
After alerting our fellow Canegrowers colleagues in Herbert
River, reports were coming in by 7am that the vehicle had been
sighted in Ingham.
Thanks to the magic of Facebook we were advised that by 9am
the vehicle had been dumped on the outskirts of Townsville at
Deerigan.
The vehicle was recovered with minor internal damage.
Many thanks to our Facebook friends and the Townsville Crime
Alerts Facebook group.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

0439 542 017
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Melbourne Cup Celebration
CANEGROWERS Burdekin’s Melbourne Cup Luncheon held on Tuesday was a great success with all that attended expressing
how much they enjoyed the afternoon.
Mark your calendar next year, Tuesday 3rd November 2015 to come and join us for a free afternoon, watch the race on the big
screen, participate in the sweeps, great company and good food.
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Harvest Management Update Meeting
The last meeting for the 2014 harvest was held on Tuesday morning, Melbourne Cup Day, the
day when the race that stops a nation is run.
Safety Incidents:
Two idiots whose vehicle had broken down, were observed and spoken to after hitching a ride
by hanging on to the last full bin of a train heading into the mill.
A haul out vehicle had collided with and damaged bins. Two reports of locos bogging on sidings
due to a build-up of billets requiring cleaning, one of these held up three other locos and trains
from delivering full bins to the mill.
A haulout driver was observed operating the bin arrester incorrectly.
Although these incidents had not resulted in any injury it was certainly recognised that there was
potential for that to happen.
Mill Operations:
Scheduled cleans this week are for Pioneer and Kalamia on Thursday 6 th
Nov, Invicta B side on Saturday 8th Nov and Inkerman on Tuesday 11th Nov.
As reported previously all mills particularly Pioneer and Inkerman are
experiencing higher levels of dirt which are impacting on and causing
delays in mill operations, the higher levels also has a negative impact on
ccs levels which
can then have the economic effect of lower returns to growers. For
example one unit decrease in ccs equates to $3.82 per tonne of cane @
$425 sugar price; average dirt levels in the 7-9 range can impact ccs by up
to two units.
Growers are requested to check the harvested cane and harvester
operations to ensure dirt levels (stools are a major offender) are not higher
than normal.
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Cane Supply:
16

All mill areas are now operating on manual remains, this is where bin
allocations are determined manually based on a harvest groups roster and
remaining crop to be harvested rather than the automated system that is
normally applied.
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The estimate in Invicta and Pioneer have increased whereas Kalamia and
Inkerman have decreased, there was commentary that contributing to the
increase is the level of supply in Q208 which appears to be growing on.
As required by cane supply agreements Wilmar have written to growers
last week to advise of expected season finish dates.
The following November finish dates based on 8.04 mt and inter mill
transfers that were presented at Tuesday’s meeting may be slightly
different for some mills than wilmar’s letter to growers: – Invicta 18th,
Pioneer 24th, Kalamia 20th and Inkerman 22nd.
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Dirt
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Next meeting:
As the season end is approaching and equity management is
well in hand it was agreed that there would only be a need for
one more meeting which would be a season review or wrap
up meeting.
At time of writing a date is yet to be confirmed but would most
likely be in the last week of November or early December.
Please let Wayne know any issues that you wish to be raised
at the next meeting by phoining 4790 3604 or 0428 834 802,
or via email wayne_smith@canegrowers.com.au
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Harvest Update
Burdekin CCS per crush week 2013 & 2014
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Week 22 — as at 01/11/2014
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Senate Inquiry into
the Marketing Issue
Over 30 submissions for the Senate Inquiry into the
current and future arrangements for the
marketing of Australian sugar have been
lodged. We thank the local growers who lodged
individual submissions as we are of the
understanding the Senate Committee is interested
in hearing individual personal concerns directly from
farmers.
An overview of the powerful CANEGROWERS/
ACFA joint submission (click here) is detailed within
a separate story within canenews.
Canegrowers Burdekin submission (click here)
focuses on the impact of Wilmar’s proposed
changes on the local industry. We have stressed
that we find it presumptuous that Wilmar are
making statements that in 2017 “they own the
sugar”, we find it presumptuous because Wilmar
are making these statements relating to an Cane
Supply Agreement that has not yet been
negotiated. We stressed that we see this as yet
another indication of Wilmar relying on their
monopolistic power.
We also pointed out that since 2010 CBL has been
in a legal dispute with Wilmar relating to the
shortfall and how our experience from this matter
has made us very wary of Wilmar’s claims that their
marketing proposal will provide growers with full
transparency. We pointed out that it is of interest,
that Wilmar’s view is that in 2010 growers were
liable for the shortfall in sugar. Now in 2014,
Wilmar believes that they own the sugar.
We encourage the implementation of a Dispute
Resolution Process as a tool to assist CSA
negotiations whereby your Directors (who are all
local cane farmers) face a negotiation with a large
international that holds a monopolistic position, we
point out the massive commercial imbalance.
We close our submission be stating: We firmly
believe that growers have much more than a
notional (token) interest in the sugar that impacts on
the price they are paid for their cane. Growers
have a right to have a REAL SAY as to who
markets and prices their economic interest sugar
and Wilmar has NO RIGHT to ignore growers’
views. If a grower wishes to choose someone other
than Wilmar they must have this right. This debate
needs to be settled urgently to provide growers with
the certainty they need to give them confidence to
grow their business. A strong cane industry
means a strong economy for the Burdekin.

MEDIA RELEASE
Grower protection against
monopolies fails, fix
outlined in Senate
submission tendered today
Peak grower groups CANEGROWERS and ACFA today tendered a
powerful joint submission into the Senate enquiry into Australia’s sugar
marketing systems, outlining robust and workable strategies to rectify the
clear market imbalance in favour of the mill which has now been
created.
CANEGROWERS and ACFA have united strongly on this issue, saying a
fix is needed as a matter of priority because of the far-reaching and
serious consequences to which growers would now be exposed.
At the top of this list is a loss of rights to choose how their sugar is
marketed and the loss of transparency into the operation of the company
which markets their sugar – both issues have the potential to rob the
State’s growers of hundreds of thousands in profits, and those profits
redirected from growers pockets straight into the mills coffers.
The imbalance was created when large millers Wilmar, MSF Sugar and
Tully Sugar gave notice to QSL of their intention to withdraw from
industry-owned and supported marketing arrangements at the conclusion
of the 2016 season. The actions by the mills had the unintended
consequence of removing the long-standing protections which have been
in place since 1915, which had prevented large corporate millers from
taking advantage of the clear imbalance in economic strength.
“The mill decision overturns 100 years of industry practice that
recognises growers and mills as interdependent partners that share
equally in the risks and rewards from the market place,” says
CANEGROWERS Chairman, Paul Schembri.
“The imbalance, characteristic of sugar industries around the world, has
resulted in a suite of regulations governing the commercial
relationship between millers and growers in each of those countries.”
Pro-competition protection
CANEGROWERS and ACFA have hit back strongly what they describe
as uninformed claims, saying theirs is not a call to restore a mandatory
single desk, but a call for regulation to address market failure. They
describe the changes needed as pro-competition – a way of putting in
place for cane growers what other industries currently have access to
through Australian legislation.

Continues page 7
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Grower protection against monopolies fails, fix
outlined in Senate submission tendered today
continued

“A few vital differences in the set up of the sugarcane industry have left cane farmers additionally exposed to anti-competitive
behaviour,” says ACFA Chairman, Don Murday. He explains that as sugarcane is perishable, proximity to the mill is critical.
Growers in most sugarcane areas cannot choose to sign up with a nearby mill to try and secure better conditions.
“Without protection against anti-competitive behaviour, the mills have been able to effectively wrest control of the right to
determine how sugarcane is priced and sold from growers. That means growers will no longer have control over the very
mechanism which determines how they get paid,” says Mr Murday.
Recognition of economic interest
CANEGROWERS and ACFA are quick to point out that this is not a question of sugar ownership but the regulation of regional mill
monopolies who are exerting their market power. Mr Schembri says the long-standing arrangement by which the risks and
rewards of producing sugar are shared between growers and millers (two thirds growers, one third millers) are being disregarded
by the mills. “In the absence of this protection for growers being enshrined in legislation, the mills do not have to honour this longstanding arrangement. This is at the heart of what CANEGROWERS and ACFA say cannot be allowed to happen – the
government can and must intervene to reinstate those basic protections for growers,” he says.
“The vast majority of growers have come out strongly and publically demanded that the mills be held to account and bought back
in under basic pro-competition safeguards. These growers want to continue to be able to choose how to market the longrecognised two-thirds grower share in accordance with long-standing industry arrangements, which were put in place to share the
risk and rewards of sugarcane producing fairly between the parties.”
CANEGROWERS and ACFA agree that this issue is the largest to face the sugarcane industry since the government first
introduced legislation in 1915 to prevent this skewing of negotiation strength in favour the milling sector. They say the underlying
objective of the State and now the Federal investigations now underway is to ensure Queensland sugarcane growers continue to
have confidence in the marketing of the state’s sugar.
The growing sector says this issue must be addressed as a matter of priority, just as it has been in countries around the world.

QRAA celebrates 20
years strong
QRRA is celebrating 20 years of supporting farmers and families
across rural Queensland. Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry
Minister John McVeigh said QRAA had made a valuable
contribution to Queensland through its work administrating
government financial assistance programs including loans, grants,
rebates and subsidies. Over the past 20 years, QRAA has:



processed more than 190,000 applications for loans, grants,
rebates and subsidies



approved more than 156,000 applications and $2.6 billion in
financial assistance across all financial assistance programs



responded to 31 natural disasters and approved $749 million
to support Queensland’s recovery efforts



approved over 1,500 applications and $270 million to help
Queenslanders enter primary production



offered over $370 million to more than 3,500 primary
producers to help support their productivity and sustainability
For information visit www.qraa.qld.gov.au or contact QRAA on
1800 623 946.

Nominations are now
open for the 2015
Australia Day Awards
The Burdekin Shire Council Australia Day Awards
recognize members of our community who have made an
outstanding contribution to the community, and for their
exceptional achievement in a variety of areas.
The award categories include:











Citizen of the Year
Young Citizen of the Year
Community Event of the Year
Senior Sports Person of the Year
Junior Sports Person of the Year
Sports Administrator Award
Sportsperson with a Disability Award
Senior Cultural Award
Junior Cultural Award

Click here for more information.

The above story has been extracted from the QFF update.
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Wilmar exiting QSL
Interesting commentary from CANEGROWERS Solicitor Chris Cooper
on the recent Senate Submissions on the Marketing issue
The miller interests submissions seems to me to miss the point. They seem to focus on the
question of ownership of the sugar. But as I understand CANEGROWERS proposal, ownership of
the sugar can still remain with the millers. Whilst CANEGROWERS at one point was I think
contending for some sugar ownership entitlement ( flowing from the Green Pool report) , that I
believe is no longer the case. CANEGROWERS now simply wants the capacity for growers to
determine how a portion of the miller’s sugar production, the ‘grower economic interest‘ sugar,
that is still owned by the miller is marketed and priced.
So under CANEGROWERS proposal the sugar can remain owned by the miller , but the mill must
deal with the ‘grower economic interest‘ component of the sugar in a way as agreed with or
directed by the grower as provided for in relevant cane supply and sugar supply agreements.
In any case the sugar ownership is not really in issue. Yes historically, either by legislation or
through commercial arrangements, the sugar became the property of the miller on manufacture.
Chris Cooper
Promptly thereafter title in the sugar transferred to the marketer (QSL or its predecessors) either
by way of acquisition/legislation or pursuant to the supply agreements between the millers and
QSL (RSSA). Growers were not too concerned about the sugar ownership issue in the past as title and control in the sugar
moved to the industry owned not for profit QSL. Under the Wilmar type proposal, that will no longer be the case, so the growe rs
are being consistent in approach in now wanting some influence in how the sugar is dealt with. They had that influence previously
through QSL.
I also dispute the millers absolute claim that , they ‘own the sugar‘ . In the absence of legislation, ownership of the sugar is a
matter to be determined in the commercial cane supply agreements. All the millers can really say with certainty is that they own
the mill. The sugar that the miller manufactures may or may not be owned by the miller, it depends on the terms of the cane
supply agreement and other commercial agreements. For example, under the current RSSA, which is a supply agreement
between the mill and QSL, ownership in the sugar transfers from the miller to QSL. Also, we have seen in the past toll crushing
arrangements, where the miller that actually crushed the cane and manufactured the sugar did not actually own that portion of the
sugar. Currently, the cane supply agreements provide for ownership of the cane to pass to the miller and consequently the miller
owns the sugar produced from the cane. That does not have to be the case. There are many examples of commercial supply
agreements (such as steel and steel reinforcing supply contracts), and including those in the primary industry sector (such as
grain and cotton supply contracts), containing retention of title clauses. These clauses generally pass risk on delivery, but title
does not pass until final payment is received. These supply agreements even contemplate the goods or products being supplied
as being able to be mingled in with other goods or even transformed or manufactured into some other commodity. The retention
of title continues in the product supplied and maybe converted to a proportion of a bulk commodity. These clauses even
contemplate the buyer on selling the products manufactured from the initial primary products supplied in the ordinary course of
business. In these circumstances the retention of title then coverts into a requirement that the proceeds of sale, or a relevant
proportion of them, be held in trust for the seller of the initial goods , and regarded as trust monies.
It is certainly not uncommon in commercial supply contracts that the supplier of goods retains some degree of ‘ownership‘ or
‘control‘ in the goods supplied or at the least has some control, by way of trust, over the proceeds from sale of those goods or
other goods mingled with them or manufactured from them.
It is therefore open for growers to contend for similar retention of title arrangements, or other similar type arrangements that give
growers some control in the marketing and sale of a portion of the sugar, in the cane supply agreements. They have not done so
to date because of the comfort the growers have had in that the ownership and control of the sugar was being transferred to QSL
to be marketed and sold.
So the issue of ownership or control of the sugar, is a matter for the relevant cane supply agreements to deal with. Growers have
not needed such provisions in the past because of the previous statutory or current RSSA arrangements. But many millers are
abandoning these arrangements and growers must act accordingly.
It is not an absolute given or fact that ownership and/or control of the sugar must be with the millers. What we are seeing is that
some largely monopoly mills are dictating an essential term of any future cane supply agreements, namely that the sugar must be
completely owned, controlled, marketed and sold by the miller. This is the best example there is that there is market failure in the
grower/miller relationship and some level of market intervention is justified.
Continues page 9
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Wilmar exiting QSL continued
The CANEGROWERS proposal for growers to have some level of control over the ‘grower economic interest’ component of the
millers sugar, can be implemented by appropriate provisions in cane supply agreements and RSSA type supply agreements. The
millers however refuse to even contemplate such provisions and are using their monopoly powers and unequal bargaining
position the maintain that position.
Given the market failures, and given that one of the agreed industry and government fundamental principles that underpinned the
2006 marketing deregulation, has now been abandoned by some millers, the case for government intervention, in the absence of
industry agreement, is strong.
I also want to dispute the suggestion that the effect of the 2006 deregulation was to give to the millers the ability to determine how
that sugar is to be best marketed and sold. It cannot be said that either the Government or CANEGROWERS endorsed and
supported such complete deregulation of the marketing structures in the industry or in some way supported the proposition that
miller should own and control all the sugar and be free to market the sugar and deal with it, as the miller sees fit.
Significant changes to the industry have usually been the subject of industry negotiations and agreement and are the result of
agreement at industry level, often, but not always brokered by government. This latest attack on marketing by terminating the
RSSA with QSL has been done unilaterally by mills, without industry, or even local agreement or consultation. Such action takes
away one of the fundamental platforms that allowed statutory regulation to be withdrawn.
The millers make much of the existence of collective bargaining for growers and how that process adequately balances the
interests of growers and millers. Yes, there is authorisation for collective bargaining for growers provided for in the Sugar Industry
Act. But, as we have seen recently, some millers will not hesitate in attempting to circumvent that process by actively deali ng with
growers directly and individually and even excluding the bargaining agents from these processes. Even when collective
bargaining is used, the special nature of the industry is such that there is not sufficient equality in bargaining power. Recent
submissions by CANEGROWERS and the National Farmers Federation to the completion policy review provide detailed reasons
why the current arrangements are inadequate to deal with the current issues around marketing.
Also, the authorisation for collective bargaining is limited in some instances. Technically growers may only collectively bargain
within a region. However, a number of millers have mills in various regions which places those growers in those various regions at
a disadvantage when dealing with the same miller.

Senate Submissions on the
Marketing issue
Click to view the submissions
Wilmar Submission
QCGO/ACFA Submission
CBL Submission

CANEGROWERS
members
For free advice on legal issues contact
Canegrowers’ legal advisor Chris Cooper

free call 1800 177 159

Is your cane farm for sale?
Why not advertise it in canenews for just
$25.00 per week
Phone Tiffany on 4790 3600 for more information
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ALERT: New disease Driving adoption
in melons, pumpkins, of RD&E findings
cucumbers &
in our industry
By Neil Fisher, Chief Executive Officer, Sugar Research
zucchini
Australia

Cane farmers who also grow the above crops be aware
that there is a new disease threatening these crops.
The cucumber green mottle mosaic virus (CGMMV)
which can result in substantial crop losses is currently
in the Northern Territory and highly contagious.
The disease survives for long periods on equipment
and is easily transmitted form farm to farm. Good onfarm biosecurity measures are needed.
For more information click here

Driving adoption of new and existing technologies is one of the key
initiatives that SRA will focus on to improve the production,
profitability and sustainability of our members and levy payers
businesses.
SRA’s new draft Adoption Strategy has been developed based
upon feedback provided by a wide range of participants who
represent the diversity of the SRA membership. To confirm that the
strategy will meet the needs of both the growing and milling
sectors, SRA will embark on a comprehensive consultation process
with its delegates, members, industry representative bodies, key
stakeholders and levy payers. The strategy has been provided to
our delegates for validation in the first instance. Positive feedback
about the strategy and its principles has been received with the first
of two web conferences held last week with delegates to capture
their feedback and input into the strategy.
The strategy comprises three main elements:

James Ogden-Brown interviews Alison Saunders
and
Sam Malfroy from Plant Health Australia about
the
Biosecurity Review that is currently being
undertaken.

1. Development Officers will play a key role in the implementation
of the strategy. The officers will spend approximately half of their
time providing discipline-based expertise across 12 technical areas.
Working with researchers they will also package the latest findings
to produce extension materials for use by all extension providers.
The other half of their time will be spent working collaboratively with
local industry including our grower and miller members, levy payers
and extension providers to identify productivity constraints, and
develop tailored regional solutions to overcome them.
To ensure equity among the regions, the officers will be spread
throughout the industry based upon an allocation of one officer, per
each four million tonnes of cane produced. This will see a new
position created in the Herbert and another position added to the
Southern region.
2. The concept of Adoption Support Officers will also be piloted.
These graduate positions will initially be recruited into two regions
and will work alongside local extension providers to conduct onfarm trials and evaluations with interested groups of growers. Trial
activities will be identified locally through consultation with industry.
3. SRA will accelerate adoption and develop capacity within
productivity service groups and other extension providers by
providing funding on a competitive basis for applied on-farm
research projects. Each will be supported with funding of up to
$100,000. These projects will enable extension practitioners and
growers to develop experience by trialling and evaluating new
technologies over two-three years.
The success of this strategy will be measured by the return on
investment achieved in response to the level of investment made
in the strategy. This will be determined using a comprehensive
Monitoring and Evaluation program.
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Electricity Pricing: What is the AER Regulatory
Reset and why does it matter?
By Jonathan Pavetto, Consultant SAS Group
Electricity prices have been too high for too long. Finally, consumers get a chance to act on reducing prices!
A relatively unknown regulatory process is about to kick-off and it will determine if electricity prices will increase or decrease over
the next five years. This process is the Australian Energy Regulator (AER)’s Regulatory Reset of Ergon and Energex’s allowed
revenues.
The Regulatory Reset determines how much money network companies can collect from consumers each year, for the
next five years – the higher the revenues for networks, the higher the prices for consumers.
What’s the big picture?
The electricity supply chain is complex. Electricity is generated in a competitive market, transported along networks, “the poles
and wires”, that are regulated as natural monopolies and is sold to consumers by retailers, in a competitive market.

The cost of the network is the largest component of electricity prices. If prices are to be slashed, the major reductions must come
from network charges – the “poles and wires” involved in delivering electricity from power station to power point.
How have network prices increased so much?
Every five years, the AER determines how much the networks can charge electricity retailers for access to the network. Networks
are only allowed to charge retailers up to a pre-determined “Revenue Cap”. All network charges approved by the AER are passed
on directly to consumers.
At the last Regulatory Reset in 2010, the AER approved large increases in revenues in Ergon and Energex’s regulatory proposals.
These increases were based on overly optimistic demand and energy forecasts, resulting in a generous capital investment
program.
These errors have further increased prices as consumers are now paying for parts of the network, which are neither used
nor useful.
Without a counter argument from consumers, the AER had no grounds to reduce allowances sought by Ergon and Energex in
their regulatory proposals. But if consumers were engaging with the AER, the last five years of record price increases may have
been avoided.
For more information about the AER Regulatory Reset visit Australian Energy Regulator
Continues page 12
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What is the AER
Regulatory Reset and
why does it matter?
continued

How can we influence prices?
Without a united push from all consumers and consumer
groups, the AER will approve another five years of network
price rises for consumers.
The CANEGROWERS Electricity Committee is working with
Queensland Farmers Federation, National Farmers Federation,
National Irrigators Association and the Bundaberg Region
Irrigation Group as a united push.
In addition, the SAS Group is looking to establish
energy users to undertake research to make
submission on behalf of all energy consumers in
Canegrowers Burdekin has expressed interest in
this coalition.

a coalition of
an in-depth
Queensland.
being part of

The SAS Group is a corporate advisory firm that provides
services in government relations, policy, public affairs, media
and communications. SAS’ lead consultant on the energy
sector, Jonathan Pavetto, is an expert in consumer advocacy
in the electricity sector. Jonathan was the only consumer
representative from Queensland to work with the AER on their
Better Regulation process, designed at improving the
regulation of network service providers. Prior to joining the
SAS Group, Jonathan worked for CANEGROWERS and
advocated for electricity market reform and worked on tariff
design for irrigators. Jonathan has been engaging with Ergon
and Energex on their Regulatory Reset proposals throughout
2014 and is well acquainted with the key influencers and
decision makers in the networks companies, the AER and
Federal and State governments.

Considerable scientific and media attention has been
focused on the Great Barrier Reef (GBR), with claims often
made that it has sustained considerable damage, and that its
future is bleak. However the speaker and co-workers have
demonstrated over the last few years that many important
science papers that claim that the GBR has been damaged
are either highly suspect or just plain wrong. Some of these
questionable papers (with over 4000 citations between them
and often quoted in the international media) will be
discussed as well as other important papers for which there
is a strong prime-facie case that the findings are
questionable. Doubt will be cast on whether dredging,
agricultural runoff, and climate change are having any
significant effect on the GBR.
It is a serious weakness of the scientific system that
expensive public policy decisions are based upon papers
which have not been subjected to serious antagonistic
scrutiny other than (i) peer review which is sometimes little
more than a cursory examination of the work and a check to
make sure it is clearly presented and easily readable; and (ii)
the journal comment-and-reply process which is based upon
the hope that journal readers will spontaneously take
considerable time and effort to analyse the original data (in
the speaker’s experience at least 9 months work per paper)
and then write a comment. In addition there is a presumption
that a journal will publish the comment. This is not sufficient
quality assurance upon which to base government decisions
potentially costing tens of millions of dollars.
The lack of a guaranteed challenge is akin to a legal court
case where there is no guaranteed right to a defence
attorney. We would never accept a court system where only
one side of an argument was guaranteed a hearing. As a
point of general policy, the speaker will suggest that
governments should set aside funds for the sole purpose of
antagonistic testing scientific results upon which important or
expensive government decisions are based.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 7 November 2014

Marketing


CANEGROWERS and ACFA lodged their joint submission into the Senate Inquiry into marketing. A copy of the
CANEGROWERS-ACFA submission can be downloaded here or to see all the submissions to the enquiry click here.



CANEGROWERS representatives attended QSL's AGM last Monday. Mike Carroll’s address can be found at
www.qsl.com.au.



CANEGROWERS and ACFA met separately with Tully Sugar, MSF Sugar and Wilmar representatives.



In meetings with Tully and MSF it was made clear that Wilmar's withdrawal from QSL was a major factor in their decision to
give notice.



While the three companies are willing to explore options for future marketing, Wilmar had made it clear that those options are
unlikely to include QSL.



CANEGROWERS is working with QSL to develop a mechanism that will provide growers an opportunity to price GEI sugar
directly with QSL.

ASA


The ASA Board has met. Key items on the agenda included electricity, trade, R&D, an industry forum and sugar and nutrition.



On the important electricity topic ASA agreed a joint industry campaign designed to highlight the impact electricity prices are
having and the need for change.

Electricity


Warren Males and Brendan Stewart met Craig Wilson (Senior Executive Director Economic Policy in the Department of
Premier and Cabinet). Mr Wilson made it clear he is looking to understand the issue and is looking for solutions. We have
provided him with information in support of the call for a 33% price reduction and the need to test this with a trial.



Rajinder Singh, Allan Dingle, Phillip Marano and Warren Males met with a parliamentary group lead by David Kempton MP to
press for action on electricity prices. Following that visit and the community cabinet meeting held in Bundaberg, it appears
the government is likely to establish a process to further investigate the electricity issues

Trade


We have provided further briefing to DFAT officials ahead of the TPP meetings being held in Canberra and Ministerial
meetings.



Sugar is a major sponsor of an National Farmers Federation agricultural trade forum which was held in Sydney.



Warren Males will attend the China FTA and TPP negotiations that will be held in China this week.

Water


Warren Males appeared before the Queensland Parliament’s Agriculture Resources and Environment Committee. In
welcoming the modernisation of water regulations, CANEGROWERS stressed the importance of the move not shifting costs
to SunWater and thus not adding to the regulated price of irrigation water.

NFF Congress


Burn Ashburner and Matt Kealley attended the NFF congress.

Transport


There has still been no formalisation of the “trial” regulations around access and pilots for ag vehicles between 3.5m and
4.0m width.



Representation for access for vehicles between 4.0m and 4.5m has been made but with no reply to date.



The first National Heavy Vehicle Register Agricultural Industry Operations Group meeting was attended with representatives
from across the country. The role of the NHVR was explained but there will be a time lag before they will be fully functional. It
is expected that permitting will still be with TMR for another year. There are challenges around bringing uniformity to the
regulations whilst recognising local conditions and industries on a country wide basis.
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QSL update

By Carla Keith & Cathy Kelly,
Industry Relationship Managers
Week ending 7 November 2014

A run of good weather in most of the state has seen the 2014
harvest kick on nicely, with most areas experiencing a slight
improvement on their original crop estimates for the season.
Our teams at the terminals are now in full-swing managing the
storage of sugar and loading shipments. While most of the
RSSA sugar has been received, we are waiting to receive the
final tonnage of Harvest Pool Production Buffer sugar.
Please see below an update on each of our four value
offerings as well as the latest Market Update by our Treasury
Analyst, Matthew Page.
Remember you can keep abreast of the daily market activities
by subscribing to our daily or weekly market updates at
www.qsl.com.au.

close to 560 million tonnes of cane.



Weather is still dry but rain is expected, although farmers
are unsure if it will be sufficient for next year crop and the
quality will depend on what fertilisers the farmers use.



Brazilian Government and Petrobas (a part-governmentowned energy/ fuel company) met this week and one item
on the agenda is to decide if they should increase the
price gasoline up from 25% to 27.5%.



30 mills are in danger of shutting down before next season
with prices this low and sugar not getting sold.

India:



Financing
QSL’s current funding arrangements are locked in until 30
June 2017 (end of the 2016 season), with hedging lines
covering the term of the current RSSA and for the 2017
season (30/6/2018) for Isis, Bundaberg and Mackay Sugar
Mills.
We are currently in discussions with our banking partners on
securing funding arrangements for the 2017 season, with
available facilities likely to be similar to what we offer our
members today, although these will be scaled proportionally to
the size of the tonnage that QSL will be handling under each of
our service offerings .
Pricing
We continue to see raw sugar prices trading between 15 to 18
US c/lb, with bearish sentiment dominating the short to
medium term market outlook. Some of the key themes driving
recent activity on the ICE 11 include :
Sugar:



A large physical surplus is still out in the market and this is
putting pressure on prices.



Most of the 2014 season sugar has already found “homes”
for Q1 & Q2 2015, pushing prices lower for Mar15 &
May15.

Currency:



The Aussie dollar is trading between $US0.8850 and
$US0.8650.



US economic growth is getting stronger, giving the USD
strength against all majors in the market.

The Indian Government is looking to assist exports once
again next year, although given the reduced crop estimate
for this season (25.5m tonnes), the government is
expected to hold off any export incentives until production
picks up.

Thailand:




Thais are expected to start the crush mid-December.



Thailand has an estimated 500,000 tonnes of stored raw
sugar which they need to move before the start of the
crush.

Estimates for this year’s crush are 10-10.5m tonnes of
sugar.

A more detailed analysis of the past fortnight’s market news
can be found in this week’s Market Update, attached.
Marketing
Regional premiums remain weak due to a considerable
amount of raw sugar stocks in destination markets. This,
combined with a strong forthcoming Thai crop, will prevent any
strength in regional premiums in the short term. Our marketing
team remains focused on maximising pool returns by
leveraging our storage capabilities to enable sales in the more
lucrative off-season contracts currently of March and May. As
always, they will continue to monitor the market and target
opportunities for maximum returns.
Logistics
Our latest 2014 RSSA supply forecast has increased to
3,454,945 tonnes, surpassing our 2013 total of 2,975,396
tonnes. We are waiting to receive the remainder of the almost
300,000 (as at 05/11) tonnes of Harvest Pool Production Buffer
tonnage and are actively managing storage at all of our
terminals. Our Bulk Sugar Terminal (BST) teams have been
busy loading 16 ships in October.

Around the world
Brazil:



The crush is expected to be completed by the end of
November instead of the usual late December.



The final figure for Brazil is expected to be something

Following the success of the re-roofing projects at Mackay and
Lucinda BSTs, progress is being made on the next re-roofing
project on Shed #2 at the Cairns site. We plan to award
tenders for this job before Christmas, with work expected to
commence after the wet season in early 2015.
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QSL Market Update

Pricing information

By Stephen Stone,
QSL Treasurer

2014 Season Advances & Payments
as at 7 October 2014
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
21 August 14*
23 October 14
18 December 14
22 January 15
19 February 15
19 March 15
23 April 15
21 May 15
25 June 15
Final Payment

as at 3 November 2014

% estimated
return

$249
$275
$290
$311
$324
$334
$354
$375
$385
$395
$405

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 31 October 2014
Gross

$/Tonne IPS

2014 Season
2015 Season

$387
$448

$367
$428

2016 Season

$476

$456

2017 Season

$475

$455

Estimated QSL 2014 Pool Prices
As at 31 October 2014

Sugar
The past fortnight has seen the raw sugar market rangebound. Despite a couple of brief dips below early last week,
the prompt price has traded in a relatively stable 16 to 17 cent
range. MAR15 closed the period 58 points lower at 16.04 c/lb
while MAY15 also moved over a similar range leaving the
MAR/MAY spread pretty much unchanged.
The market lows occurred on Monday following the news out
of Brazil that Dilma Rouseff had won the presidential race.
With the result being perceived as the less business-friendly
outcome, both the Real and raw sugar weakened markedly,
however Dilma managed to calm the bearish sentiment with a
series of public speeches stating that she had learnt her
lessons in her first term and would support business strongly.
This saw markets back to their pre-election levels by
Wednesday although general US dollar strength saw some
further weakness in the Real on Friday,translating to a
disappointing end to the week in sugar.
UNICA crushing figures for the first half of October surprised
slightly on the upside with 39.3 million tonnes processed over
the period compared to 28.8 million tonnes for second half of
September, although this is mainly due to the wetter weather
slowing progress in late September. Year-to-date figures
actually show the crush slightly ahead of 2013-14, however
analysts point out that most mills will be finished within the
next couple of weeks as opposed to crushing all the way into
December like last year, and this should filter through to lower
numbers in the next report.

QSL Harvest Pool

$403

QSL Discretionary Pool

$429

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$432

Speculation around what policy the Brazilian government may
undertake in relation to the ethanol industry remains centred
on an increase in the domestic gasoline price, however this is
likely to be marginal with oil prices currently at their lowest
levels since 2012. As such, sugar appears to have found, at
least in the short term, a fairly stable trading range, with
prices seemingly comfortable between 15 and 17 cents and
little to support a movement beyond these bounds.

QSL Growth Pool

$432

Currency

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$425

QSL US Quota Pool

$596

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool

$419

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$439

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$442

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$452

$/Tonne IPS
GROSS

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.

The Aussie Dollar was reasonably stable during week one
trading comfortably between 87.5 and 88.2 cents. The rest of
the week saw the Aussie chop sideways before a
combination of weak Chinese and Japanese data and strong
US data saw the AUD pull back to our current 0.8740 level.
The data and commentary out of the US certainly appears to
be gathering momentum but until a more definitive timeframe
around any Fed rate rises becomes apparent we expect to
see the currency in a fairly stable holding pattern between 86
and 89 cents.
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

QFF presents to State Parliament on water reform bill
QFF last week joined other industry organisations in presenting to the Agriculture, Resources and
Environment Committee of the State Parliament on the Water Reform and Other Legislation
Amendment Bill 2014. The inquiry was an opportunity for QFF to present overarching concerns and
opportunities with the bill across the QFF membership, as well as for several QFF members to
present their own industry’s concerns. More information on the inquiry and the legislation can be
found here.

QCA INQUIRY INTO INDUSTRY ASSISTANCE
QFF has made a further submission into the Queensland Competition Authority’s inquiry into industry
assistance measures. The QCA has recently released a consultation paper that catalogues a range
of assistance measures that the State Government has responsibility for. This catalogue of
measures is expected to form the basis of QCA analysis over the next months as it reports back to
the State Government on its assessment of the efficacy of various assistance measures. In both
QFF’s current submission and previous submissions to this inquiry, QFF has outlined the importance
of the small number of assistance programs that are on offer for farmers. QFF continues to be
engaged with this inquiry to ensure that the QCA and the State Government understand the
importance of these industry assistance programs for farmers.

RAIN DESPERATELY NEEDED TO KICK START
SUMMER FARMING PROGRAMS
A DRY start to spring and recent heatwave temperatures are taking a heavy toll on Queensland
agricultural industries, with winter pastures quickly fading and a dire need for storm rain soon to
establish summer pastures. Farmers with irrigation supplies are heavily using irrigation supplies to
establish crops such as cotton. While many of the State’s irrigation supplies are in reasonable
condition after the March flood event, decent rain will be needed to soon and farmers will be
desperately hoping that the coming summer is much more favourable than that of 2013/2014. The
Bureau of Meteorology indicated last week that Queensland is facing a drier than normal November
to January, with normal than normal days and nights anticipated across most of Australia.
QFF has recently received funding through the Foundation for Rural and Regional Renewal (FRRR)
to complete three case study videos on drought management techniques employed by farmers. QFF
is currently working with our members on these case studies and the videos will be available in early
2015. The funding is through FRRR’s Tacking Tough Times Together program.

Live Export Class Action
On Monday, members of the Northern Territory Cattlemen’s Association commenced a class action
against the Commonwealth Government seeking compensation for losses suffered when the live
export industry was shut down by the Gillard Government in June 2011.
The effect of the ban was devastating for many Australian cattle producers and businesses servicing
the live export industry and the effects continue to be felt. The Australian Farmers’ Fighting Fund
(AFFF) is supporting the claim, which is likely to run for years to come.

Trans-Pacific Partnership
The NFF jointly hosted with the Federated Farmers of New Zealand, a TPP Agricultural Market
Access Cocktail reception on Saturday 25 October in Sydney. The reception was attended by NFF
members, industry stakeholders, farm representative groups, negotiators and government officials
from New Zealand, Canada, US, Mexico, Japan, Singapore, Thailand and Mexico.
The event reinforced Australia’s support for the progression of the TPP and made another call to
deliver tangible outcomes for agriculture. Trade liberalisation through mechanisms such as the TPP
remain critically important to the future prosperity of the sector.
While addressing behind the border inhibitors to trade is important within the TPP negotiations,
improvements to market access arrangements and export subsidies are also crucial to the success
of the agreement. The Australian agricultural sector welcomes any additional members into the TPP.
Broadening the scope of the agreement is an important goal that ultimately will be a benefit to all
participants within a concluded TPP agreement that is both comprehensive and ambitious. For more,
see our joint media release here.
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Next stage of the Review of Native Title Act
The Australian Law Reform Commission has released a discussion paper, the next phase of its Review of the Native Title Act.
The NFF will be making a response to the discussion paper, with submissions due on the 18 December, 2014. The discussion
paper can be found here. Any questions should be directed to Jack Knowles jknowles@nff.org.au

Water Infrastructure Options Paper
Agriculture Minister Barnaby Joyce hosted a roundtable of more than 80 industry and government stakeholders in Canberra to
discuss ways to progress water infrastructure developments. The Government has released a water infrastructure options paper,
which can be found here, which reiterates the positions presented in the Ag Competitiveness Green Paper.
As part of the NFF’s submission to the Ag Competitiveness Green Paper, the NFF will continue to highlight the importance of a
sound business case to assess long term economic viability of proposals, and ensuring regulatory certainty for developments that
do proceed. Any feedback or questions should be directed to Jack Knowles jknowles@nff.org.au

Emissions Reduction Fund: Update
This week the Government reached agreement with the Palmer United Party regarding the legislative changes required to
establish the Emissions Reduction Fund. Support is also anticipated from Senators Xenophon and Day.
The Government has made a number of key concessions to the Palmer United Party as part of the deal.



The Climate Change Authority (CCA) will no longer be abolished



The CCA will undertake an 18 month inquiry into the effectiveness of emissions trading programs around the world

In media interviews following the announcement, Environment Minister Greg Hunt has said that “In terms of the question of a
carbon tax or the ETS – [it was] abolished by us, not coming back by us.” It is anticipated that the legislation will pass before the
Senate rises on Thursday evening. Any questions should be directed to Jack Knowles jknowles@nff.org.au

Modern Award Review: Hearing on Transitional Issues
The NFF appeared on behalf of members this week in a three day hearing before the Fair Work Commission on the removal of
transitional provisions (accident pay and district allowances) from the Horticulture Award and the Pastoral Award. Eleventh hour
attempts by various unions to make new claims about these issues were not dealt with due to strong objection from the NFF and
other employer representatives. They are, however, likely to come up again at a later stage. We would like to thank NSW Farmers
for helping on the the third day of the hearing.

National Workplace Relations Consultative Council (NWRCC)
The NFF is one of three peak bodies sitting on the NWRCC. This is an opportunity to hear directly from Minister for Employment,
Senator Eric Abetz, about government progress on industrial relations and safety reform.
This week, at the quarterly meeting in Melbourne, various issues were discussed with input from the NFF on its key policy
priorities. We look forward to seeing some real action soon on election commitments made over a year ago, including an
announcement on the much touted Productivity Commission Review of the Fair Work Act as well as the review of the Road Safety
Remuneration Tribunal.

Rural Research and Development Legislation Amendment Bill 2014
The Rural Research and Development Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 has passed the House of Representatives and has now
been referred to the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport Legislation Committee for inquiry and report by 24
November.
The Bill aims to implement the Government's budget cost-saving measure of the cost of international committees being cost
shifted from the Department of Agriculture to the RDCs (using part of the matched funding). There are also a few positive
elements in the Bill, including removal of a requirement for the Minister to call a meeting of the statutory (PIRD Act Governed)
RDCs each year and removing a few reporting requirements.
The NFF has provided a submission to the process and held various meetings with relevant Senators, strongly rejecting the
intention of the legislation and lack of industry consultation to date, but indicating a willingness to see amendments that would
ensure industry has a much greater voice in the funding of these international committees.
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Review of the CRC programme
The Australian Government is currently undertaking a review of the Cooperative
Research Centre (CRC) Program and this week released a discussion paper, as part
of the process. The timeframe for response is very short and submissions are due by
on 11 November 2014.

Waterfind
Burdekin
Haughton WSS
Water Market
Summary

NFF will be providing input to the review process, along with WoolProducers
Australia, supporting the existing model. The NFF is still considering whether any
specific changes could be pursued to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the
current CRC model. Any input to the NFF submission can be provided to
Dave McKeon dmckeon@nff.org.au.

Australian Farm Institute Roundtable Conference
The Australian Farm Institute’s Roundtable Conference will be held on November 12
and 13 in Melbourne. The event will bring together industry thought-leaders and key
policy makers across Australia. Speakers include Murray Goulburn’s Managing
Director Gary Helou, ACCC’s Chairman Rod Sims, ITS Global Managing Director
Alan Oxley and Monsanto’s Managing Director Daniel Kruithoff among many others.
To register, or for more information, please see here.

ABARES Weekly Climate, Water and Ag Update:

Allocations



In the week ending 29 October 2014, rainfall was restricted mostly to southern
Australia. In excess of 15 millimetres of rain fell in most areas of Tasmania, south
east Victoria and parts of south west and north east Western Australia.



The November rainfall outlook suggests that drier than average conditions are
more likely over much of the northern half of Australia. Most of the southern half
of Australia has equal chances of wetter or drier than average rainfall for the
month.



Water storage levels in the Murray–Darling Basin (MDB) decreased this week by
269 gigalitres (GL) and are at 63 per cent of total capacity. This is 19 percentage
points or 4242 GL less than this time last year.



The Australian grain sorghum indicator price (Sydney) was $300 a tonne in the
week ending 29 October 2014, around 2 per cent higher than the previous week.



The saleyard indicator price of lamb (18–22kg fat score 2–4) fell in most states in
the week ending 24 October 2014, compared with the previous week.



The Queensland young cattle indictor price (330–400 kg live weight C3)
averaged 357 cents a kilogram in the week ending 24 October 2014, around 2
per cent lower than the previous week.

Dam Storage

For the full report, see here.
The above information is provided by
Waterfind. The information provided is
of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for
professional advice. Waterfind accepts
no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any
information provided. For more
information click here.

CANEGROWERS Weather
The CANEGROWERS website features a weather section that by typing in your
postcode will provide you with a seven day forecast for your desired postcode along
with a 12 month rainfall outlook, SOI information and sea surface temperatures. To see
the latest
forecast for
your
postcode
click here.
This
outlook is
for Home
Hill.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Burdekin Productivity
Services Shed Meetings,
Monday 10 November to
Wednesday 3 December
Lower Burdekin Landcare
Ass. AGM, Tuesday 11
November, 5pm @ Burdekin
Library
Inkerman Cane Growers
Organisation AGM,
Thursday 13 November,
4.00pm @
CANEGROWERS Hall,
Home Hill

Haulout or Harvester Work wanted
7 years experience hauling
1/2 year experience harvesting
 HR Licence
 Ph: 0439 913 455




Farm Hand Work Wanted
 Experienced
 HC & forklift licence
 Ph: 0428 139 093

Farm Hand Work Wanted
 Experienced
 HR licence
 Ph: 0417 682 797

CANEGROWERS Burdekin
AGM, Thursday 13
November, 5.30pm @
CANEGROWERS Hall,
Home Hill
SRA Industry Training &
Update, Monday 24 –
Tuesday 25 November @
Rydges, 23 Palmer Street,

Townsville

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

PROJECT
& TRAINING
CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Office Open By Appointment
4782 1922

Debra Burden

Regional Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Gary Halliday

SmartCane BMP Facilitator

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

0438 747 596

JP (Qual)

Michelle Andrews

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.
Disclaimer

JP (Qual)

Tiffany Giardina

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

David Lando
Deputy Chair

david@landoandsons.com.au

0417 770 345

Russell Jordan

jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Arthur Woods

artywoods1@bigpond.com

0415 961 945

CHAIRS FOR HIRE
CANEGROWERS
Hall Home Hill
$10 plus $0.50
per Chair
Plus GST
75 Available
To book please phone

4782 1922

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

